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As the biennial tradition requires, Brussel’s Grand Place was covered with a carpet of flowers in August. 
Rain showers not being infrequent at this time of the year, the volunteers had to lay out the carpet during 
the dry intervals between two downpours. This year’s carpet was designed by 23 year old Antoine 
Durieux, the theme being the Belgian Presidency of the Council of the European Union. The 650,000 
dahlias and begonias – the work of flower growers from Ghent – depicted some of the symbols associated 
with Belgium and the Presidency: the EU logo, in the corners two symbols of Brussels: the city’s patron 
Saint Michael slaying the dragon and the yellow iris which is the emblem of the Brussels-Capital region. 
The official inauguration was held in the magnificent rooms of the Town Hall. The first flower carpet was 
laid out on the Grand-Place in 1971, and given its popularity, the tradition continued. Last year,  the city of 
Brussels offered the city of Tel Aviv for its centennial a flower carpet which was displayed on Rabin 
square.  www.flowercarpet.be 
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BELGIUM AND THE JEWISH WORLD 

Symposium at Yad Vashem on the Jews of Liège during  WWII 
 

On the occasion of the publication of “Liège – une cité si 

ardente” (Liège – such a fiery city) by Belgian historian Thierry 

Rozenblum, Yad Vashem organized a symposium on 

September 13th, in the presence of the author, the chief 

historian of Yad Vashem Prof. Dan Michman, Ambassador 

Bénédicte Frankinet and Belgians residing in Israel. The book 

– the result of ten years of extensive research – tells the story 

of the Jews of Liège under the Nazi occupation. Richly 

illustrated, it includes a DVD titled “Nizkor”, which contains the 

personal data of the 728 Jews who lived in the Grand Liège 

area and perished in the Holocaust. While Rozenblum, himself a grandson of a deportee who 

survived, denounces the role played by the municipal administration in the persecution and 

deportation of Jews, he also pays tribute to the courage of individual citizens of all walks of life 

who tried to help and protect their Jewish neighbors or co-workers. The author also stresses 

the importance of the organized networks of resistance and solidarity. Thanks to these efforts, 

67% of the Jewish population of Liège – 81% of the Jewish children – were saved. The 

academic gathering at Yad Vashem turned also into an emotional reunion when people who 

had lived in Liège during the war and emigrated to Israel met acquaintances from Liège whom 

they hadn’t seen for more than sixty years! A reception in honor of the author and of all the 

Liégeois living in Israel was hosted by the ambassador at her residence.  

 

   BELGIAN CULTURAL PRESENCE IN ISRAEL 

The Accessible Art Fair , an initiative launched in Brussels three years ago by Stéphanie 

Menasseh, a “trailing spouse” expat, was “exported” to Israel for the first time this year. The 

works of about forty international and Israeli artists were exhibited at the Gebo Art Space in Tel 

Aviv on the first week of September. The artists were present at the Fair. “The idea is to make 

art less expensive and intimidating, to give art lovers the opportunity to meet with promising 

new artists and purchase art works at affordable prices”, says Menasseh who hopes this Fair, 

which has become a regular successful event in the Brussels art scene, will also conquer 

Israel. A special Belgian evening, attended by many Israeli guests, was organized on this 
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occasion by the Embassy. Together with the Belgian artists who displayed their works, there 

was also plenty of Belgian beer and Belgian music. 

K’s choice , the famous rock band from Antwerp was 

back for two more concerts at Barbi Club in September 

after their big success earlier this year. The film Hitler 

in Hollywood by Belgian director Frederic Sojcher, a 

“mockumentary” about a dastardly Hollywood plot to 

destroy the European film industry, was screened at the 

Haifa International Film Festival. The Tel Aviv dance 

festival opened with the dance work Sutra , by 

celebrated Belgian-Moroccan choreographer Sidi Larbi 

Cherkaoui. The work is inspired by the skill, strength 

and spirituality of Buddhist Shaolin monks. Cherkaoui 

visited the Shaolin temple in China and worked with the 

Shaolin monks over several months. The dance is performed by 17 monks to the music of 

Polish composer Szymon Brzoska. 

 

   ECONOMIC RELATIONS 

A multisectoral commercial mission representing the three regions of Belgium – Flanders, 

Walloon and Brussels capital – will visit Israel and will stay in Tel Aviv on November 8-10 . 

About twenty Belgian companies interested in exporting their products and know-how will hold 

B2B meetings at the Sheraton Tel Aviv and Towers hotel. Among the sectors which will be 

represented: High Tech, tourism, legal assistance, industrial chemicals, spare parts for trucks, 

wastewater, construction. Israeli companies who would like to participate may contact Mr Gino 

Nale or Mr.Jacob Lempert at the commercial section of the Embassy. 

BELGIANS GATHER AT EREV GALA BALL  

 On July 21st. Belgium’s national day, more than 400 Belgians 

residing in Israel gathered at the 49th floor of the Azrieli circular 

tower to celebrate the event, in the presence of Ambassador 

Bénédicte Frankinet. The guests enjoyed the Belgian beer and 

atmosphere, and the music of Boogie Boy and Boaz Sharabi. This 

was the biggest ever celebration of Belgians in Israel and might mark the beginning of an 

annual tradition. 

From  « Sutra » by  choreographer Sidi larbi 
Cherkaoui 
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   ZOOM  ON  BELGIUM 

   POLICY AND POLITICS 

Summing up the political situation 

Since the elections of June 13th, negociations to form a federal government have been 

conducted by Bart de Wever, the president of the New Flemish Alliance (N-VA) which won the 

elections and Elio Di Rupo, President of the francophone Socialist Party, the second largest 

party. The most likely outcome will be a seven-party coalition: PS, Ecolo, CDH, N-VA, CD& V, 

Sp.a and Groen. A state reform including, among other points, the division of the electoral 

district Brussels-Halle-Villevorde and the reform of the financial structure on the federal and 

regional levels is still high on the negociations agenda. The content and modalities of this 

reform must be agreed upon by the parties before a new government can be formed. 

OECD praises Belgium’s Development Cooperation poli cy 

The Development  Assistance Committee (DAC) of the OECD has awarded a distinction for 

Belgium’s development cooperation policy. The peer review, which was conducted by 

Switzerland and Canada, praised in particular the fact that Belgium was one of the few 

countries that continued to support fragile states at a time when other donors were pulling out. 

Belgium allocates 0.55% of its Gross National Income to development cooperation, with the 

aim of reaching 0.7%. Over 50% of the aid goes to sub-Saharan Africa, in particular to 

Belgium’s former colonies: Congo, Rwanda and Burundi. 

    INNOVATIONS 

How not to lose you kid on the beach 

You lie sunbathing on the sand, or you’re immersed in your book, or 

you’ve just emerged from a dip in the sea, you look around and 

your child has disappeared. Panic sets in, growing every second. 

Meanwhile, your child is probably looking for you, scared and lost. 

An anxiety-ridden experience many parents are familiar with. 

Twenty years ago, as he was working as a student on the Belgian 

coastline, Dominiek Vervaecke, a Belgian journalist, came up with a 

very simple, yet brilliant idea: orientation poles. These are three 

meters tall poles, made with weather-resistant materials that are 

topped with a fun and colorful object that a child can easily 

recognize and remember.  A way to make these poles even more effective is to combine them 

© Media Consulting 
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with special bracelets which bear the picture of the object that mommy and daddy are sitting 

next to. The Belgian beach-orientation poles have been deployed in many European countries 

and are now spreading in other parts of the world. Orientation poles © and orientation 

bracelets © are products of Media Consulting Int. All rights reserved. 

    CULTURE 

    Belgian film hailed by teenagers 

Bo , a Belgian film by Hans Herbots, won three awards at the Giffoni Experience Festival in 

Italy last July. The jury consisted exclusively of young people aged 16 and 17. The films is an 

adapatation of the bestseller by Flemish author Dirck Bracke: Het Engelenhuis (The house of 

Angels). The jury selected the film “for bringing on the big screen the story of a third millenium 

wasted youth. The plot is a warning against the seductiveness and pitfalls of easy-earned 

success characterizing global society.” 

Bruges Central City festival  

Every five years, artists from all over Central Europe come 

together to the city of Bruges, to one of the largest cultural 

festivals on the continent: the Bruges Central City Festival. 

Until January 31st 2011, art in all its forms – theater, music, 

literature, visual arts, films – will invade the streets, 

museums and galleries of this picturesque city which has 

been declared a UNESCO World Heritage. The two major 

highlights of this festival will be the exhibition From Van 

Eyck to Dürer at the Groeningesmuseum and the 

exhibition A vision of Central Europe  whose curator is 

Belgian artist Luc Tuymans. www.brugge-centraal.be 

    SCIENCE 

Ghent plant research best in the world 

The Plant Systems Biology (PSB) – a research department of the Flemish Institute for 

Biotechnology and  Ghent University – is the best  of its kind in the world, according to a study 

of the Australian Research Council Center of Excellence. Founded by professors Marc Van 

Montagu and Jeff Schell in the eighties, the PSB has evolved into a prestigious institute, 

focusing on fundamental research about growth and development of plants, which contributes 
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to the optimization of plants for the production of food and bioenergy.  

http://www.ugent.be/en/news/bulletin/plantresearch.htm 

    SPORTS 

Belgian marathonman enters Guinness 

Book of Records 

48 year-old Belgian marathon runner Stefaan Engels won 

an entry in the Guinness Book of Records when on March 

30th , he completed his 53rd marathon, thus running 53 

marathons in 53 consecutive days. Engel’s attempt to break 

the world record held by Japanese Akinori Kusada (who 

had run 52 marathons in a row in 2009) started on January 

1st. But following a foot injury, the counter went back to zero 

on January 18, though Engels continued to complete his 

daily marathon in a wheelchair! On February 6th. he 

resumed his record attempt and won. 

Belgian  tenniswoman Kim Clijsters wins her third U S Open title 

Kim Clijsters won her third title at the US Open 

on September 12, beating the Russian Vera 

Zvonareva. After the match, Kim addressed the 

audience. She thanked the spectators, her 

team and her family for all the support they 

gave her and she also mentioned the events of 

9/11, nine years ago to the day: “Nine years 

ago the world changed. I am honored to have been playing before you and try and offer you 

some distraction.” 

 

 

 

 

Upcoming events 

The Artis piano trio  composed of two Belgians, the pianist Johan Schmidt and the cellist David Cohen, 
and an Israeli, the violinist Eyal Shiloach, will give a concert at the Tel Aviv museum on November 23 rd .  

The Belgian cellist Nicolas Deletaille  will play the Haydn C major cello concerto with the Emeritus 
Chamber Orchestra  on November 26 th.  at the Sol&Sissy Mark Chess Center in Ramat Aviv and on 
November 27 th  at the Einav Cultural Center.  The players of the Emeritus Chamber Orchestra are retired 
members from Israel’s top orchestras, joined by experienced young musicians.  


